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Right: Students spend the beautiful
morning in worship before heading








Above: Hard at work, this group ofguys
show their service by chopping wood.
Right: Lesley Welstad focuses on scrubbing
the chairs at Newberg Foursquare.
Spreading the LirServe 15ay
Students gathered together early in Septemberfor a day ofserving the
Newberg community. Students andfaculty took a day offenjoying the
opportunity to reach out, sharing God's love to the surrounding commu-
nity and learning the value ofserving those in need. There was much to do,
whether it was cleaning, weeding, painting, organizing or visiting with the
elderly. Students had the amazing opportunity to touch the lives ofothers.
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Stopping for a quick photo,






the outside, to cut-
ting out letters, to
weeding. Not only



























stones. It was a
little strange stand-
ing on top ofthese
people, but I did
enjoy being able to
serve. The staffper-
son said that each
ofthose people has
a story and that we






Every Monday and Wednesday morning at 10:40, students at George Foxay <
University gathered together in Bauman auditoriumfor a shared time offellow-
learning. This year, the
Sarah Baldwin, brought
siasm to share with the
week new topics were
ofgiving each student
about throughout their





new campus pastor, Worshipping to-
a fresh, new enthu- gether with a COttl-
student body. Each munity oj believers
discussed in hopes at Fox is amazing.
something to think ^ 1 1
week. The chapel
The SPeakeVS d° a
in worship on most greatjob tackling
chapel commit- controversial issues
several guest speak- 0fhigh importance to ers t0 teach the
students new things ^ . ,. * „ about maintain
. .
" % Christians today. u1 ~ t . ,
ing a spiritual walk 1 with Christ
while in college. rieiul IVleaaor There were
several themes weeks as well, including the Staley Lecture Series and
Sexual Wholeness Week.
Left: Two of the Here and
Now members perform a
skit to illustrate a point that
everyone is different but we
all can still work together to
make the world a better place.
|l Right: Katie Heater and Jes-
sica Whitaker smile for the
camera as they wait for the





















Above Left: Students worship to-
gether at the Advent Chapel before
they depart for Christmas Break.
Above Right: The group Here and
Now came to Fox for two perfor-
mances. Their group represented
diversity.
Right: To start off Serve Day, staff
and students come together for a




man held the audience's
attention as he shared his
life story and testimony.
Several guest speakers
spoke during this week and
brought all different points
ofview and opinions.
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Over the course of the school year, there were two all campus retreats at George Fox.
The first retreat was located "For by grace you at Camp Eagle Fern. The
second retreat took place at have been saved Twin Rocks in Rockaway
Beach. Both retreats offered throughfaith, and an opportunityfor students to
take time offfrom school and that not ofyour- enjoy a relaxing time together.
Everyone came together for selves; it is the times ofworship andfellow-
ship. Special events and gift ofGod." games were also planned, such
as capture the pumpkin and Ephesians 2:8 numerous bonfires. The re-
treats provided many oppor- tunitiesforgrowth, relaxation
andfellowship. All who participated had a memorable time.
The retreats had many fun
games and competitions for
students to dabble in. Here, a
group of boys show off their
^nad bobbing for apples skills.
"The All Campus Re-
treats were a great time
to get awayfrom cam-
pus and havefun with
greatfriends and get an
opportunity to worship
God. Tm really glad to
have gotten the chance





some time in the
ocean skimboard-
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Above Left: Urban Services placed
signs all over campus at various points
in the year to bring awareness to vari-
ous global issues such as starvation
and AIDS.
Above Right: Daniel Potter, Ryan
McKenzie and Darrick Pope talk
after the Run with a Purpose race.
Left: After the Run with a Purpose
race from Linfield College to George
Fox University, a band was play-
ing for the runners to enjoy as they
stretched and talked about their race.
Left: Lacey Wade sits in the
Bruins Den during lunch
selling Orphan t-shirts dur-
ing the AIDS Awareness
week. Each day a certain
amount of student wore the
bright orange shirts to show
the population ofAfrican




Students learned that you do not have to gofar to make a difference. From ac-
tivities rangingfrom awareness weeks to various events to raise moneyfor chart
"We do not have
ties, the students at
involved. One of the
ministries groups to gO to Wash-
Services. Every Fri-











right here in our
area.
Sean Powers
Foxfound a way to get
most prominent campus
on campus was Urban
day night a group would
Den andgo out tofeed at
prayer walks or various
was a great way to get
and students really loved
together to minister. An-
successful activity was
with a Purpose racefrom
College in McMinville
back to George Fox. Donations were raisedfrom this event to help
with the Hurricane ReliefFund. The various campus ministry op-
portunities proved that you can servefrom anywhere.
Left: A group of girls from
Urban Services pile up the
bags of left over food.
Right: A bag ofthrown away
food and a sign showing the
extent ofhow wasteful our
country is are displayed in the
Bruins Den. Urban Services
collected food for a week
from the Bon Appetit and dis-
played all the unused food to
bring awareness to campus.
Left: A student sleeps in a
box on the quad. This was
part of an event to bring
awareness to homeless in-
dividuals. Several students
slept in cardboard boxes














Right: The group going to help









Above: Students come together before em-
barking on their serve trip to help with the
Hurricane Katrina disaster relief.
Right: Jessica Gardner, Katie Harris, and
Shanna Lesire show off their building skills.
bking the Time to Serve
For the Spring Serve Trips this year, jive different groups went out tofive very different places.
The trips included: Idaho (Lapwai Idaho Indian Reservation), the LA Dream Center, Holly-
wood Prayer network, FlyingH Ranch (WA), and Utah. In Idaho, the team members helped
paint a church inside and out. They also did some landscaping and organized a VBSfor the local
kids. At the Dream Center, the team played with kids, witnessed to people out on the streets,
prayer walked a neighborhood, handed outfood to homelessfamilies, and tutored high schoolers.
On the Utah trip, the group went to Temple Square, the center ofMormonism and witnessed
to missionaries there. Some of the group members were able to visit a bishop's home and get to
know him and hisfamily.
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This winter break while many stu-
dents were still soaking up a breakfrom
listening to lectures and late night study
sessions in the library\ over seventyfive
George Fox students were answering
God's call to volunteerfor Winter Serve.
Team were sent out tofive different
locations throughout the Northwest all
with one purpose in mind— to serveJesus
through serving others. The teams to
Portland, Seattle, and Vancouver B.C.
were primarilyfocused on reaching out to
the often nelgected homeless community.
The Twin Rocks group was given the
opportunity to lend a hand cleaning up
the camp. Andfinally, the Idaho team
ministered to children at an orphanage.
Nearly every student involved went with
the expectation to serve others, but in





































3ne of the Serve Trip groups pose









Ian Abbot Ellen Abell Christa Absten Kohleun Adamson Bethany Adams Elizabeth Adams Heather Advon
Lisa Agra Joseph Ahn Elysa Aho Jasmine Ah Choy Stephen Aki Nana Akom Kathleen Alaim
Christopher Albrecht Julie Alexander Elizabeth Alford Amanda Allen Bethany Allen Justin Allen Mason Allen
Suzanne Almeida Bevan Alumbaugh Jacob Ambert Holly Amlin Cressa Amundsen John Anderberg Benjamin Anders<
Katie Andrews Brittany Anselmi Josiah Appert Trisha Applebee Gonzalo Aquino Jonathon Archer Ashley Armstro
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JanaArts LeahAshford Roxanne Ashland Zachary Assink EmilyAnn AtkinsonJake Atwell-Scrivner Gordon Avery
Crystal Ayala Kelly Bachran Erica Bader Jefferey Bader Ann Bailey Joshua Bailey Patrick Bailey
Gretchen Bail Robert Baize Brandon Baker Jeremy Baker Kory Baker Elise Balensifer Leslie Banke
Jennifer Barbero Benjamin Barber Noelle Bare Alexandra Barrett Meaghan Barr Ekatirina Basargin Zachary Bascom
Troy Bass Reneca Bauer Hannah Bazzell Jessica Beach Joshua Beahan Nathan Beaudry Laura Beaulaurier
Cherie Beck Cameron Bedrosian Tiffany Behary Tyler BehrensRachel Beaulaurier Jason Beavers Ian Becker
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Sarah Chamness Michael Chaney Matthew Chang Nicholas Chapin Chun Fung Cheng HiuLam Cheng Ho-Tung Chen^
Yiu Nam Cheng Joseph Chiarelli Jumpei Chinen Sangwook Choi Ronda Christensen Phillip Christiansen Brennen Cissna
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Sarah-Shariann Claric Dawn Clark Noah Clark Katie »n Kristine Cody Christina CoffmanRachel Colbourn
Torena Cole Michelle Collier Alison Comfort Anna Comfort Amanda Conant Julie Condie Ryan Conger
Kristin Conlon Hillary Conner Krystal Conniry Matthew Conniry Daniel Connor Zechariah Cook Landon G
Roshell Cooper Gabriel Cortez Jaimee Costello Rebecca Couch Abigail Courson Sarah Craft Locke Craig-:
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Pennie Cramer Samuel Craven Rebecca Crinnion Jaclyn Cronican Kimberly Cullen Jennifer Cushman Jacob Daiber
Kelsie Dalke Amanda Damazo Jennifer Daniels Megan Davidson Carol David Jonathan Davis Alexandra Dawson
Elizabeth Day Alexander DeAngelis Stephanie DeGraff Mikeah Delaney Chase Delashmutt David Delmore Thomas Delmore
Marcus DeMaster Ian Deming Gayle Denham Kristi Dewar Stacy Dexter Tyler Dexter Raymond De Silva
Robert Dickey Brandon Dick Kyle Didriksen Brianne Diebner Margaret Diepenbrock Ben Dillow Casey Dixon
Delayne Dockter Danica Dodge Jennifer Dolphin Bryan Donohue Kimberly Doran Emily Dore James Dort
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John Dort Nicole Douthit Jason Dowd Daniel Downs Jamie Dozier Rebecca Duby Shanna Ducket
Pamela Duhrkoop Megan Duquette Brianna Earlley Mellisa Eastwold Anna Edwards Bryan Edwards Isaac Edwards
Michelle Edwards Thomas Edwards Krystal Eichelberger Heidi Eidem Emily Elder Tristan Ellingsworth Kimberly Englun
Caroline Ernst Elizabeth Erwin Heather Eslinger LeviEslinger Cayly Evans Jennifer Fagaragan Rosemary Fama
Amanda Farmer Shannon Farmer Shaina Farrer Mark Feddes Margi Felix Noel Felix Dixie Fendall
Lindsay Ferrell Tyler Fidanzo Emily Fike Ashley Finch Chris Fine Carlie Finley Hilary Finley
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Grant Finney Brody Fischer Leighann Fischer Meaghan Fischer Ashley Fisher Jessica Fitzgerald David Flach
Shawna Flaherty Hannah Flegal Luke Fletcher Michelle Flock Megan Florio Katie Flory Ryan Fobert
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Scott Foco Stacy Fodge Chris Fogg Emily Fong Jesse Foote Ryan Forbes Casey Fordyce
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Amber Foreman Jonathan Forest John Fortes Ryan Fortmeyer Daniel Fouch George Fox Shawn Fox





Megan Fritts Jamieson Fujita Elizabeth Fuller Travis Galbraith Jennifer Gale Michelle Gale Mariam Galgalo
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Kathryn Galloway Ramona Gamayo Jodi Gann Muzi Gao Jessica Gardner Kellie Garrison Kelly Garvin
Katharine Gaskill Loren Gaukroger Kara Geertz Stephanie Geho Catharine Gellings Elisha Gerber Joshua Gerdes
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Katey Gunzel Alyssa Hadley Tyler Hadley Evan Hagen Henry Hagen Catherine Hager Lindsay Hagler
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Jason Holcombe Cathrine Hole Mathew Hollen Kirsten Holler Lacey Holman Bonnie Holmes Mollie
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Rachel Honan Lance Hoover Michelle Hophan Nicole Hopper Udai Hoshi Tyler Hoskins Donald Hoskin
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Kelsie Howell Micah Howe Jenny Huang Jaime Hubka Justin Hudec Jaime Hudson Katie Huff
Paige Huggler Justin Hull Katiana Hultz Hin Hung Tyson Hunter Nicholas Hunt Matthew Hyland
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AmyKeaton Benjamin Kelley Megan Kelsey Kristin Kelso Meghan Kennedy KaylaKerr Peter Keyser
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Nam Ky Nguyen Kristina Nicholson Tyler Niles Kaitlin Nirschl Josiah Nishita Matthew Noble Sachiyo Noda
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Jonathan Pope Scott Porter Daniel Potter
EvaPreskey Brittney Price Elizabeth Price Jennifer Prickett April Pritchard Samuel Provoast JeffPugh
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Stephen Reasoner Jonathan Reeves Mckenzie Reeves Breanne Reeve Sarah Reid Caitlin Reilly Matthew Reinstad
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Andew Reise Rachel Reitmeyer Kerstin Reynolds Deidre Rhodes Rebecca Rhuman Erica Rice Susann Rice
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be expressed in single
'Dtessm in spj^fe wfft
words, not eomplete
§t €§mpkte sentences* U
sentences. It sounded
Barbara Hally












Left: Students enjoy a class session held
outside.
Below: Students discuss what to do next




scopes at the Health
Fair held in the Stevens
Center. The Health Fair
is put on once a year to
inform students of the
latest hazards and illnesses
so students could equip
themselves against them.
"The academic life at
George Fox is a very chal-
lenging, but rewarding ex-
perience. The professors are
awesome and that is what
makes it so muchfun!"
CourtneyJo Raaum
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Left: Students work dili-
gently in their Family and
Consumer Science class. It
was very important to pay
attention to everything go-
ing on in the room so that























Left: Lia LaBrandt works have time to
during her chemistry lab. In choose tWO of
addition to the normal lab
ffgggg
ff
hours, students often had to
come in outside of class to JMoUie
finish projects. Honan
While life at Fox can befun, exciting and
interesting, students must also make time
for their studies. For every credit hour of
c ass taken students are expected to do be-
tween 2-3 hours ofoutside studying. With
the amount ofhomework required, stu-
amts had tofind a balance between study-
ing and social interaction. Although there
are several required classesfor students,
there was a wide variety ofclasses offered
a d students got to pick between several
fun electives.
Above: Terrie Boehr helps her students take




Above: Students travelled with friends everyhere they
went. This made the campus truly feel like a community.
Below Left and Right: Students enjoy some fun out on
the lawn as they get some exercise and play some games
of football and golf
Left: Students sit and talk
on a warm day out on the
quad. The sun was very
much enjoyed.
Right: Students study together
on the lawn, while watching all
the festivities around them.
few ^1
Above: Students stop to




Throughout the glorious days oftan lines,
barbeques, and sleeping in, that which we
call summer, the RA !s are busy planning
fun activities and living themesfor all
George Fox residents. "I had an amaz-
ing RA last year that poured uncondi-
tional love into the girls and inspired me
to be an RA, " commented Leah Storer.
Residence life does notjust involve the
RA staff but those who are living in all
dorms, suites, apartments, and houses.
It is a time to build community among
fellow students and learn to live inde-
pendently. Residence life isfull of love,
laughs, and learning.
Left: Andrew Haskell tries to defend himself
as Sarah White boxes with him. Meanwhile,
Kiersten Luginbill and Melissa Youngberg
watch on and enjoy the fight.
Above:A girl enjoys the warm weather as she
reads a book for class.
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T wanted to be
on the Activities
Committee so









liked to give me
a hard time a lot,
but it'sjust because they were alljealous of
my activity planning skills. We are going
to miss Lindsay a lot next year. She was
like our Yoda. She knew everything, and
always made us laugh. " Brett Sauer
Left: Mark Starr ban
all with his creative
costume for Let's
Make a Deal. The
unique idea won hin






make up and costum
to relive Michael
Jackson's "Thriller."
Under the guidance ofASC Activities Coordi-
nator Lindsay Peterson, the activities committee
planned several eventsfor all George Fox student
to enjoy. Numerous hours were spent prepar-
ingfor thefall and spring activities. Among the
favorites were those that providedfreefood and
entertainment and the opportunity to win special
prizes, whether it be a certain sweetheart in The
Above: Dating Game contes- Dating Game, free goodies at Let's Make a Deal, or afree ticket to the comi-
tants Shea Pugh and Whitney cal cartoon movie Ice Age 2. Extreme Bingo allowed participants to enjoy
Svoboda congratulate Jaimee afun game ofBingo, with a competitve twist. In the end, freshmen Karen
Costello on being chosen by Vogan walked away with an all-expense paid trip to the happiest place on
Jordan Philips as his lovely earth, Disneyland. The activities provided allow students to relax and enjoy
valentine
. Ufe at George Fox.
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Below: David Benson peeks his head around
the corner of the divider to reveal himself to
the lucky Elizabeth Seybold during The Dat-
ing Game.
Right: Sisters Elizabeth and Chrislyn Seybold
showed their love and appreciation for one





Fight: Win Tse raises his Man-
chester United flag with pride
to try and get noticed by Let's
I ake A Deal host Marty Shaw.
The evening was a great success
judging by the large number of
participants.
Left: These guys showed
their creativity in song
choice. Andrew Haskell,
Brian Leyrer, Chris
Guyer, and Aaron Bohl
put on a spectatcular
performance ofOK Go's
"A Million Ways" and
snatched a first place
finish to walk away with
$300.
"Myfavorite part about being
a Zombie in the lip sync show
wasfreaking everyone out and
leaving a bunch offake blood





Some of the best memories throughout
the 2005-2006 school year were
created at the dances put on by ASC.
The school year began with the Hoe-
down, which wasfollowed by the
70
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s Dance, the Line Dance and the
Winter Semi-Formal. Everyone
really enjoyed the dances, especially
the ones which involved themes.
Freshman Liz Krochina stated, "I
absolutely loved theJingle Bell Hop
and think there should be a swing
dancing club on campus. " Dances
were a good time tojust relax and
havefun without the normal stresses
ofcollege life. Often, dances were also
a good opportunity to get to know
people better while having a good
time.
a uro
Above: Students feel right at home at the Line
Dance by having a good time and hanging out
with their friends.
Left: Justin Hudec and his date share a special
moment together at the Jingle Bell Hop. They
were one ofmany couples who found the dance
a good opportunity to go on a date.
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Above:These beautiful girls
smile for the camera at the
Winter Semi-Formal.
Below: Everyone learned
some new moves at the line
dance.
Below: A student gets his
groove on while wowing
the crowd. Some interest-
ing dance moves always
showed up.
group of students get to-
gether and have some fun at
the annual Jingle Bell Hop.
This year the dance was held
at OMSI in Portland.
Below: Having fun at the
Line Dance, students got
together and enjoyed do-
ing something new.
Above: Four friends take a
break to chill with each other
and to learn how to Line
Dance.
These boys sure do know
how to have fun no matter
what they're doing.
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Left: A couple talks to each other as they
slow dance.
Below: Eric Henderson and Adam Haiders
do their best model poses against a rock wa
at the World Trade Center.
Right: Bryan Cobb and
Mary VanSteenberghe
were found among the
many couples at Spring




and grace. He was quoted
saying "this was the best
night ofmy life."
"What?! WhitneyJo
never told me that there was
a chocolatefountain!"
Jocelyn Brinlee
Left: Jeff Friesen helps to kee
his date, Cassandra Woods,
warm by giving her his jacket
as they prepare to walk back tc
the car after the dance.
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take a break from
the festivities and





as she dances the
night away.




was held outside in
downtown Port-
land on a spectacu-
lar evening with a






"Yeah. . . what he said! And ifcute were a
disease my date would have been bed ridden!
Ps-It's a good thing thatJocelynJo didn't
find that cliche chocolatefountain!"
Whitney Kolb
Dancing the night away with stars above
lead and a warm breeze blowing about, the
Spring Formal was breathtaking. It was
eld at the World Trade Center outside in
Portland on Sunday\ April 23, 2006from
8-11 p.m. . The evening's theme was "Upon
c Sunset" and everyone enjoyed the beautiful
right offun and dancing. Brad Bates stated
"Spring Formal is one of the greatest times of the year. Getting
tressed up andgoing out to downtown Portland is so muchfun!
L seemed like everyone was enjoying their evening and having
and outstanding time.
"
Above: Amy Heide, Lisa
Mensonides, Alexa Barrett,
Feona Yancey and Megan
Servoss join together after the
dance for a group shot.
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Below: Freshman Luke
Stillinger flips onto the
stage and shows off his
mad dancing skills for his
talent.
Above: Mr. Bruin, Drew
Kaufman, helps present
the $4,250 raised by the
Mr. Bruin event to Habi-
tat for Humanity.
: The guys performed a
dance routine to start off the
night.
Lett: Adam Dickey charms
with his bugel playing skills.
Nic Schneider leads the audi-
ence in singing "Happy Birth
day" to Travis Schafer to cel-
ebrate his 22nd birthday.
As an encore for the evening,
The Mr. Bruin candidates
performed their dance rou-
tine one more time.
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Justin Hull, Lionel Trujillo, Luke
Stillinger, Marty Shaw, Travis Sha-
fer, Drew Kaufman, Daniel (Moto)
Kawamoto, Evan Schanzenbach, Greg
Hoiland, Matt Ivey, Ian Abbott, and
Adam Dickey all came together asfriends
and brothers to competefor the Mr. Bruin
2006 title. They spent months prepar-
ingfor the big event. They all learned
to dance and each shared a special talent
of theirs with the audience. All of the
money raised by the candidates went to a
Habitatfor Humanity project that they
had all helped work on during the months
ofpractice and training.
Above: Justin Hull escorts his mother across
the stage for the next event.
Left: For his good attitude and sense ofhu-
mor, Senior Evan Schanzenbach receives the
Mr. Congeniality 2006 Award.
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Crossing Over the Line
International Student*





Aja Boerema - Oki-
nawa, Japan
"The college at home
inJapan is a sister
school with George
Fox. That made it
very easyfor me to
come here. Tm only
going to be herefor
seven months. It's to help me learn Eng-
lish better. Then Tilgo back home and
study.
"
Sachiyo Noda - Wakayama, Japan
Left: Namky Nguyer
helps himself to some
food from different




from his home coun-
try. Coffee Houses
were opportunities




has a discussion withJumpei
Chinen at a Thursday night
International Coffee House.
George Fox's International Club is a groupfor all
international students and anyone else interested.
Together they took at least onefield trip a month.
Some of the places they went this year included
Clackamas Town Center, Tilikum Camp, the
pumpkin patch, and the 'Winter Wonderland"
lightfestival Every Monday night they hadgame
time in the school's gym. There they played vol-
leyball, basketball, and taught each othergamesfrom their home countries.
One of the biggest eventsfor International Students was the International
Coffeehouse held two times a month. This gave students at Fox a chance
to get together and learn about different cultures. The International Stu-
dents come anywherefrom Mexico toJapan to Canada.
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Right: Burel Ford signs in at one of the In-
ternational Coffee Houses.
Below: Gabriela from Ecuador sits down at
an International Coffee House and enjoys
observing all of the people around her.
Right: Dane Coppini dresses
up for the festivities at the
International Coffee House.
Held every other Thursday,
there was alwaays something
new to learn from each indi-
vicual that participated.
Left: Mary Myers poses
with three children at




to George Fox students,
were also invited to come
learn of other cultures at
events such as the Inter-
national Coffee House.
"By spending time with the
International Students, I have
learned lots ofnew games,
made newfriends and have
had the opportunity to step
outside ofmy box.
"




"Being crowned Homecoming King
was truly an honor. I know that it
can be seen as something that is not a
big deal However, to be recognized
by my peers in that way was very
humbling and such a blessing as well
Homecoming is typically a time where
the community ofa school is celebrated
and I am so glad that Igot to be a part
of that. Plus, when else do you get to
see Sean Powersfinally accept his true
monkey nature by eating a banana in
front ofhundreds ofpeople?"
-Kevin Bennie
Above: Stefanie Philips shows offher smile
as she is crowned Homecoming Queen.
Left: Kevin Bennie celebrates being crownec
King during half-time of the men's
basketball game on Homecoming night.
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T£ was such an honor to be
involved and I was touched
to be chosen by my peers.
It was a blast!"
-Mindy Anderson
Above: Hannah Bazzell and
Jillyn Chang sing the na-
tional anthem with the Jazz
choir before the start of the
women's basketball game.
Below: Freshmen Prin-
cess Lacey Smith and
Prince Robert Baize are
announced to the student
body.
Above: Proud to be on the
Homecoming court, senior
Ryan Conger is announced
during half-time of the
men's basketball game.
Above: Carol David and
Scott Foco are introduced as
Homecoming Princess and
Prince for the Junior class.
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Twenty yearsfrom
now you will be
more disappointed
by the things that
Very Important People
you didn't do than ^ T
by the ones you did 5 C n I O T S
do. So throw offthe pov J know the
bowlines. Sailaway * j hape f0f
from the safe har- 9y
Aprtates
bor. Catch the trade You> ec r
winds in your sails. ^e LORD,
Explore. Dream, "plans to pros-
Discover, per you and not
- Mark Twain to harm you,
plans togiveyou
Below: Damon Hanson rejoyces after hOt)C Cl tl(l &
his touchdown during the intramural
flag football game.
Below Right: Kelly Carrol gets his




































Paige Brown Joseph Bruce Amy Burnett Anna Carkin
Organizational Mathematics and Music Mathematics
Communications Computer Science
Bryan Cobb Brea Cohen Tonya Cole Hannah Combs






















































































Elizabeth Harris Emily Hazel Kathleen Heater Katie Helm
Social Work Cognitive Science Christian Ministries Elementary Education
Tyler Henning Madeline Herman
Biology Political Science



























Cinema & Media Communica-










































Ryan Morfinson Emily Myers Heather Nelson Chase Nichols
Engineering Accounting Psychology Engineering
and Finance and Music
Mari Oyama Evangeline Pattison Lindsay Peterson Darian Pike



















































































































Megan Weaver Megan Weber Jessica Whitaker Diana Wight

















































































































































A college degree is not a sign
that one is afinishedproduct





Above: Bryan Gray stands Below: John Middleton
with his fellow classmates in smiles as he heads offinto
anticipation. the "real world". He enjoyed
Below: Janalle Dittus raises his time at Fox, but was
her hands in exultation. happy to be graduating.
Below: Getting ready to
toss their caps, the now
graduated seniors were
ecstatic.
Above: Gehrig Richins shows
off his shiny new diploma.





After lots ofhard work and persever-
ance, the graduating class of2006
finally reached the top. Ready to take
on the world, the seniors went
through the commencement ceremony
hardly believing that they were there.
Together they had achieved the very
best. A great education, awesome
memories, andfriendsfor life is what
the Graduates will take with them
from their time here at Fox. The
influences these people will inevitabley
have on the world and those around
them will be astounding.
G i org v Fox
UNIVERSITY
Above: Karli Saathoff gets a hug from a
proud family member. Without their fam-
ily's support, many seniors would not be
where or who they are today.
Right: President David Brandt gave a speech












The Speech and Debate Club was established so
students could practice their communication and
formal presentation skills so they would be better
prepared for a professional career.
Leader: Blakley Spillar.
Similarly to the 15 ASC
sponsored clubs, there
are various groups under
ASC. These include all
of the communications
groups. As to the left,
these provide students




is designed to help
international students
at Fox learn about each
other and the various
cultures. Additionally
the Multicultural Club
is designed to promote
cultural awareness and












There are IS official clubs spots at
George Fox University. Official
clubs are to meet with the ASC
secretary andfill out monthly re-
ports in exchangefor recognition by
the institution and to have access to
the ASC resources. The Emergency Relief Club was designed to
provide practical ways for hurricane victims
to recover. The group planned and organized
ways for the George Fox community to get in-
volved with relief efforts through fund-raising,
and sending supplies and gifts.
Leaders: Lacey Smith and Jamie Serquina
Acting on AIDS club is focused on spreading
awareness about the AIDS crisis in the world and
community. This group also meets weekly to pray
about this epidemic and to plan what step to next
take to bring awareness and assistance.
Leader: Lacey Wade
In addition to the clubs already mentioned, George Fox also has an Outdoor Club, College Republicans,
Sigma Zeta, Social Work Club, Accounting Club, Psychology Club, andASME. The Outdoor Club is
devoted to providing opportunities to experience outdoors. Opportunities include rock climbing, hiking camping
snowboarding and backpacking to name afew. The College Republicans goal is to promote conservative ideas
and to help promote the election ofRepublican leaders into office and to integrate Christianfaith in the world of
politics. Sigma Zeta is a national science and math honor society. The Social Work club is designed to encour-
age those in the social work program. Additionally, the Psychology Club is designed to promote enthusiasmfor
psychology. The Accounting Club is designed topromte students ability and to better equip them to go into the
workplace. ASME is a clubfor mechanical engineers. It connects them through studying andfield experience so
they can grow academically and professionally.
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<(Working withASC





ships and invest in
peoplefrom all walks
oflife. It will be the
people Vve met that I
will neverforget.
-Travis Shafer
resident Travis Shafer gives
his speech at the elections
for the following years ASC
Central officers. Shafer made
a great addition to the ASC
entral team and offered
























that this is the "cliff











A3C was hard at work this year leading the student body. The leaders were here to serve all of
the students. Any complaints
ff
that needed to be made or requests
for certain events or requests for ^ 1°^" being the new {fems^ efCt were made through
a tember ofASC. They were man in charge!" also here to get the word out about
upcoming events and make sure that everyone was informed. The
AOC members included: Travis T0jin Middleton Schafer as President, Stephanie
Philips as Vice President, Scott ^ . . * Szalay as Treasurer, Brooke Tyr-
rell as Secretary, fohn Middleton
^ommumcatwns
as Communications Director,
Jeremy Snyder as Supreme Director Court ChiefJustice and Lindsay
Pearson as Activities Director. They all worked together to ensure













































In an attempt to get the student bod)
more involved, Varietas conducted
the Taint Your Way Out of a Hall-
way" event, where students could




Far Left: Brian Rurik and Molly
Boyle, the Darkroom Managers.










Left: The darkroom office, where all the
photography magic happens.
Above: Nick Serrone and Communications
DirectorJohn Middleton while on air for
their talk show on KFOX.
Ever wonder where thosefree yearbooks comefrom or who writes the articles in the Crescent newspaper?
Those are the handy works ofsome of the creativefaces in theASC Communications department. The
ASC Communications is responsible the Crescent newspaper, the LAmi yearbook, KFOX radio, literary
publication Varietas, the Bruin Directory, the Campus Album Project, and the Darkroom photography.
The goal ofASC Communications is to provide an outletfor student media and publication. While the
department is solely run by George Fox students, the professionalism of their work might make you think
otherwise. Although members of the Communications department may be loaded down with homework,
they still put in numerous office hours and attend weekly meetings in order to provide the best student media
and to be the voice ofall George Fox students.
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Above: Students at the Health Fair were educated
on several health issues. The one above is about the
common cold and remedies that work and don't
work. Students were shown appropriate medica-
tions and ones that would only hinder more.
Above: Students enjoyed
relaxing massages while
at the Health Fair, held
in the Stevens Center
Atrium. They learned
how different massages
can help certain aching
areas.
Above: Kristen Gray
goes through a mock
interview process with
Belinda Pilcher. This
service was one of the
many offered by Career




The George Foxfaculty and students alikefound several ways to help out. At the George Fox Health Fair,
students were educated byfaculty and various othersfrom the community that came in to show care and preven-
tion of illnesses. In the Red Cross Blood Drive, hundreds ofstudents came in to donate their three pints of blood.
Giving blood was quite a task; students had to go through questioning, afinger prick tofind iron levels in the
blood, and the actual giving process. Students who gave were encouraged to take at least a week offofany heavy
activity. The George Foxfaculty once again was there to help students through the Career Services department.
Students were encouraged to come in andfindjobs, build resumes, or do practice interviews to better equip them
for when they go out and try tofind a job.
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;
Above: Students look at different booths set up at
the health fair to learn better ways to stay healthy.
Below: At the Health Fair, a black light was set up
where students could observe the amounts ofin-
visible germs that appear that they are unaware of
Healthy
Left: Kelsey Thomas
watches as she gives
blood at the Ameri-
can Red Cross Blood
Drive held in the
Wheeler Sports Center.
Hundreds of students
showed up to this event
hoping to give blood.
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Above: Melissa Youngberg, Rachael Perrell, Sarah
White and Nicole Tabbal share their new year's
resolutions.
Below: Andrew Haskell shares his picture ofJesus
with an unamused Justin Hudec.
University
"Being in Players is a lot like
being that guy infront ofthe
BBQjoint in a chicken outfit
trying to get people to come
in. People might be
skeptical ofthe way you
advertise, but all you really














Above: University Players encourages and
challenges its audiences through theatre, as they
seek God's will, guidance, vision and
encouragement.
Tough girls, Melissa Youngberg,
Rachael Perrell, Sarah White,
Kiersten Luginbill and Nicole
Tabbal show their muscles at
Players Presents.
Above Left: Sophomore Marty Shaw sits back
as he relaxes on stage at Players Presents.
Above Right: Justin Hudec sits driving his car,
as he listens to the various radio stations voiced
by the other players behind him.
Cracking a Smile
" It is such a unique opportunity to minister the message ofChrist to others in afresh
ard palatable way and I have loved every minute of it. I sincerely love my brothers
at d sisters in the group and it has been a huge honor and blessing to serve along side
thzm.




below), the band instructor,
speaks in between songs at
each concert, explaining the
different genres ofmusic be-
ing played and also introduc-






sound from the bass
line section of the
band.
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Left: Justin Hull, a freshman (tenor)
saxophone player stands to perform
a solo. Each concert features dif-
ferent individual students playing
by themselves with the entire band
supporting them from behind.
Below The concert band performs
in Bauman Auditorium.
to Impress
Pat Vandehey has outdone himself this year with the bands that he has put together. There is one concert band
"Mn V. is pas-
sionate about his
and one jazz band that performed
performances, each one was astound-
performance was accompanied by a
Bradford accompanied the band during teaching; that
a small taste ofwhat goes on under Pat makes US passion-
from allfour grade levels to work with, ^ ayQut what^$
their different skill levels and blend ,
ff
He works very hard every day and , teaching US.
are working hard and are appreciated. -KHsten Kavns
eni George Fox Events throughout the
this year. While there were only afew
ing and very well performed. Eachjazz
professional singer or musician. Carmen
Family Weekend and gave all the parents
Vandehey 's supervision. With students
Mr. Vandehey manages to take all of
them all togetherfor one beautiful sound.
-
makes sureihat the students know they
The bands have playedformany differ-
year, including Bmin Preview, Family























hoir and band members perform
[together at the Christmas Concert.
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Left: Choir members were required










Above: Choir members perform along with
the band members at the Christmas concert.
Left: Members of the choir practice getting
their notes just right before a big perfor-
mance.
Make a loyful Noise
Choir y
Directed by Loren Wenz, the choir is made up of three different sections: Concert Choir, Chorale,
andJazz Choir. Also, John Bowman directs the Chamber Singers. The choir's performance com-
mitments include singing at Family Weekend, Bruin Previews, the Christmas Concert, Spring
Concert, Baccalaureate, a Mid-year Tour, and concerts in area schools and churches. The time,
effort and commitment that the choir members have to put in is outstanding. With betweenfour to
jive hours practiced weekly, it is no wonder these students are eager to show off their talent at various
events. Onfloors where choir members were residents it was not uncommon to hear voices singing
throughout the day. Overall the various choirs had a very successful year and brought much to the
campus atmosphere.
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Above: Priest (Ian Becker) rattles offprayers to
Helen (Mitra Motlagh). Bottom Left: George H.
Jones (Justin Hudec) takes a firm grasp on Helen's
arm (Mitra Motlagh). Bottom Right: Helen (Mitra
Motlagh) with Richard Roe (Dan Weckhorst).
"I'd never seen an
expressionist play
before but Ifound it
fascinating. Every













xwe: Prosecution Lawyer (Daniel
|Fouch) questions Helen (Mitra
lotlagh) about the death of her late
lusband George H. Jones.
Lessons Learned
George Fox University Theatre proved their diversity by performing thefirst expressionist dram
piece on campus. The audiences were introduced to the harsh realities ofa crushed human spirii
living in a machine-like society. This highly intense play challenged viewers to reexamine the
societal machines in their own lives that can diminish their spiritual hungerfor God. Each actc
gave a stunning performance despite the difficult serious tone ofthe play. George Fox Univer-
sity Theatre accomplished theirgoal ofhoping to educate their audiences as each viewer left with
a changed heart.
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Above: Helen (Mitra Motlagh) is found guilty of
murdering her husband and receives the death
penalty. Below: Professor Bryan Boyd captured















a little excitement from
her mundane structured







Above: Lala Levy (Nichole Joor) dramatically falls
on the ground, while her mother Boo Levy (Lexi
Walker) sternly instructs her to behave herself.
Below: Lala Levy tries to entice Joe Farkas
(Jonathan Davis) as she desperately searches for












"I wanted to be involved in tht
production because it told a story
of both diversity and community
within the Freitag and Levyfa
ily. Everyone was so different a
had their own problems, butth
still loved each other and that





Above: Lala Levy (Nichole Joor) and Peach Weil
(John Sullivan) share a moment together before
leaving for Ballyhoo.
Below Left: All eyes are on Sunny (Holly Dobbeck)
as she enters downstairs for the dance.
Below Right: Not wanting to get involved, Adolph
(Justin Hudec) sits back to relax in his comfortable
chair.
"Being involved in 'The Last Night ofBallyhoo'
was amazing and playing the role ofBoo Levy
was an experience ofa lifetime. Having the op-
portunity to portray such a strong womany who
was a religion differentfrom mine was an eye
openerfor me. It's interesting how much a person




The characters of The Last Night ofBallyhoo were brought to life as the audience was transported to the
living room of the Freitagfamily in the year 1939. The humorous lines and lively characters captivated
t:e audience's attention, while ultimately driving home the serious issues of the lives of thisfewish elite
family. Faced with complicated challenges, the characters learned the value offamily, holding onto their
faith and traditions.
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"I loved the shirts
that we made saying
"Dude Looks Like
a Lady"for the cast
and everyone else






fun at the allfemale
cast.
Prince Malcolm prepares to lead his English and Scottish
forces against Macbeth and his own army.
Below: Lady Maduff
(Wendy Breazeale) tells
her child that her father
is a traitor to the throne.
Below: Macbeth (Megan
Weaver) sleeps while one
of the witches (Jocelyn
Parnteau) hovers over her
and casts a spell.
Above: Prince Malcolm
(Dana Larson) supports the
bleeding sergeant (Arial
Wilcox) who fills King
Duncan in on how Macbeth
won a great victory over the
rebel Macdonwald.
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Prince Donalbain (Wendy Breazeale),
King Duncan (Tara Strever), and
Prince Malcom (Dana Larson) talk as
King Duncan reveals to his sons how
heartbroken he is over being betrayed
by his close friend Macdonwald.
Macbeth
Spring Play
Taking place April 4-8, an allfemale cast tackled William Shakespeare's Mac-
beth. Written in 1605-06 at the height ofhis dramatic powers, Shakespeare's
Macbeth is the story of a war hero and his wife who
struggle with fate and their own ambitions. Urged on by
hi wife, Macbeth betrays JKgj and murders his king in an
attempt to gain the power irmAwmk I and prestige of the crown. The
cycle of violence, betrayal and murder thatfollows the
couples' ascent to the throne is both as ancient and asfresh
as oday's news. Despite the | grisly themes, some ofShake-
speare's most beautiful verse and profound wisdom come to life in this wonderfully





3 on 3 Volleyball
6 on 6 Volleyball
3 on 3 Basketball







Bryan Harada Chase Nichols
Tparticipate in "Intmmurals are
intramurals because fun and exciting!"
it's afun way to





"It was such a good
way to meet people.
I had so muchfun,
and even ifyou're
horrible at it, you





Participants selected their own teamsfor While students had the opportunity to
these sports, giving everyone who wanted participate in non-varsity sports, they didn't
tojoin the opportunity to he involved. This use that as an excuse to hack down. The
was a great chancefor those high school ath- competition was intense, as students partici-
letes to continue theirparticipation in sports pated in volleyball, basketball, indoor soccer,
without being on the school's athletic teams, fagfootball and more.
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Volleyball Team: top row: Coach Gina Coolen, Amy Knight, Amanda Al-
len, Elizabeth Anderson, Whitney Kolb, Head Coach Steve Grant, Cassandra
Woods, Natalie Pickett, Coach Scott Cornwall, Coach Tami Ankeny. Bottom
Row: Leilani Jackson, Ashlie Keimig, Karina Philliber, Mikaela Ameele, Haley
Stapleton, Michol Roberts, Ashley Sheller, Shayla Armstrong, Linzi Stolsig
M * 11
^^^^^^^^^
Above: Spiking the ball against
Willamette, Whitney Kolb leaps
high to get the kill. Making hard
hits such as this was key to the teams
success.
Right: Amy Knight passes with per-
fection and poise to her teammate.
Having great relationships always
helped the Bruin volleyball team pull through
for another win. A large part of theirgames
was communication. Without teamwork
and cooperation, they would not have been as
strong. Calling the shots and letting every-
one know whose ball it was helped to avoid
miscommunication.
All the players would tell you that
they wouldn't have played as well if they
hadn
}
t had one another's support. On and off
the court, the team relied on each other to keep
going.
It was a split second timing and
teamwork; it was running, jumping, serving,










"Success is not the
key to happiness;
happiness is not
the key to success,
ifyou love what




Linzi Stolsig Shayla Armstrong
"On paper our sea-
son might not look
beautiful but we re-
ally hadgood times
together. Beating
Linfield in 3 was
probably myfavor-
ite memory. "













"This team is worth
every second ofmy time,
and every ounce ofm
energy. I can 't wait to




The Bruin }s girl's soccer team really
heated things up during the season. Their
high energy levels and pumped-up spirit
made them truly stand out
as a team. The girls great
friendship shone through
on the field to make for a
dominate team.
Team membersplayed
hard and brought an amazing
amount oftalent to thegame.
They loved their game
,
they
loved their team and they loved to play
together.
Even though their ability toplay on
thefield was impressive, winning was not
how the team defined being the best. By the
team
}
s standards, the best meant working
together. 'We're all about







contributed to the team
in some way and it was when the talents
came together as one team that theyfound
supreme success.
Kicking it into
Above: Getting the ball past Lewis and Clark defender,
Julie Alexander boots the ball up field. The Bruins relied
heavily on their speed and ability to make strong passes.
Right: Bethany Zirschlky positions herself for a big
boot.
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Below: Anxious for the ball Kelli
Roots jumps in for a header against
Pacific Lutheran University.
With anxiety and force, goalkeeper Jessica




















Ah Choy, Melissa Noyd,
Coach Dan Boettcher.











Warner Pacific 1 -0
Whitman 0-1
Whitworth 0-2

















Right: Sophomore Ryan Mackenzie
concentrates hard on aiming the ball
just right and driving it down the


















Smith, Jeong Pil Kim,
Dan PotterJoel Morgan,
Jon Johnson, Christian












we were able to
show God's love
and be witnesses.
For the Bruin Men, the 2005 soccer season
was one of courage, perserverance, and
determination. Each and every member of the
team worked hard in order to
do their best. Althgough the
results of their work may not
have been apparant with wins,
the fruit of their labor shone
through in more important
ways. Together the Bruin men
learned many valuable lessons.
They learned to work together
and topick up the slackfor other
members who may have been unable toperform








injuries and illnesses while still remaining
positive. And most importantly, they learned
how to be a lightfor Christ in everything they
did and everywhere they
went. Some ofthe highlighs
of the season included the
trip to Colorado, where they
beat Cascade College five
to one. They also played
against Colorado College
and McMurry College,
where they went zero to one
and zero to two. Overall,
the Bruin men had an enjoyable seasonfilled
with many learning opportunities.
Just KickiiY It
TTlei *>< veer
Above: Erich Hangartner chases the ball downfield.
Left: Wally Ward, one ofthree seniors who will be greatly




Boxer Rebellion ' 13 of 3C
I & C Invitational 3 of 7
Sundodger Invite 6 of23
Willamette Invite 6 of 23
PLU Invite 3 of 5
Mike Hodges 3 of 7
Conference 5 of 9
Regionals 6 of 14
Anna McLain and Lisa
Mensonides earned All-
Region honors by placing
12th and 18th respectively














to plan, but we
never let that stop
usfrom doing our





"We had a good
season and I am
glad to have had
the opportunity
to be coached by
Coach Cook. "
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earn Photo: CoachJohn Mantalas, Ellen Abell, Kelly Bladorn, Whitney Warren,
una McLain, Feona Yancey, Leighann Fischer, Bethany Adams, Bethany Jertberg,
sa Mensonides, Mary VanSteenberghe, Rachel Giffey-Brohangh, Courtney Sell,
rooke Mortenson, Coach Larry Mock, Coach Wes Cook
Above: Giving everything she had,
Sophomore Rachel Giffey-Brohaugh
pushes herself to the limit as she fin-
ishes strong at the Conference meet.
Left: Freshman Courtney Sell, Senior
Bethany Jertberg, and Sophomore Kelly
Bladorn keep each other going during
the middle of a race by encouraging and
pushing one another.
The Womens' Cross Country team brought
everything they had to this year's season. From
putting in mileage over the summer, to extra
time on the weekends, the Lady Bruins made
sure that they took every step to be successful
A large number offreshman, on top ofa strong
returning class, allowed the girls to push each
other and to place well as a team on race day.
ntry
Although a number of illnesses and injuries
prevented them from accomplishing all they had
hoped to, they managed to place 5th at Confer-
ence and 6th at Regionals. Overall, the women
ran strong, tough, and hard. They did every-
thing they could to make use of the talents God
gave them, and to show others what hard work
and determination can accomplish.
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"Probably nobody on the
team had everything go
as planned. However, the
struggles we went through
(andfor most ofus, willgo
through again) were shared
by the group. That is why I
love being on the team. "
Justin Wiens Jake Moe
"Confidence comesfrom
hours and days and weeks
and years ofconstant work
and dedication. When I
have only a mile to go in
a championship race, I'm
drawing confidencefrom
the 16 mile runs I did over
the summer. "
Running is a long journey,






their ability to start
off the season as strong as
they had hoped. However,
the hard work they put into
this season brought many
successes. Despite
a rough start, these
men did not back
down from the
challenge. They
fought hard to be a







Above: Adam Gray focuses on staying ahead of
his competitors as he fights to compete at Regionals.


















Boxer Rebellion not scored
L Be C Invitational 5 of 7
Sundodger Invite 16 of 28
Willamette Invite 16 of 28
PLU Invite 4 of 5
Mike Hodges 9 of 11
Conference 6 of 9
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Back Row: Coach Erica Ewart, Coach Liz Clark, Tiffany Schmidt, Katy Campbell, Beth-
any Wetmore, Kristen Shielee, Melissa Marek, Mandee Spotts, Erin Powers, Coach Kerry
Rueck, Coach Scott Rueck Front Row: Kim Leith, Robin Taylor, Kaleigha Ramey, Tif-
fany Behary, Karissa Boyd, Jaime Hubka, Ashey Emerick, Jordan Wilde.
Above: Katy Campbell shows her
dominance in the key as she pow-
ers ajump shot over her opponent.
Right: Kim Leith capitalizes on a
steal by laying it up at the other end.
Kim proved her strength and drive to
succeed as she led the team in scor-
ing averaging 13.8 points per game.
Pure i^assionwomen s BasKefbar
The Women's Basketball team which comprised
offifteen talented ladies proved once again why
they are a truly competitive team in the North-
west Conference. Despite the several knee and
back injuries that plagued this year's team, the
women never threw in the towelfinishing 19-6
overall, tiedfor 3rd in the Northwest Confer-
ence, and ending their 13th straight winning
season. Three players were honored with confer-
ence awards. Kim Leith received 1st team All-
NWC and 3rd team All-West Region, Robin
Taylor was named 2nd team All-NWC, and
Katy Campbell was awarded Honorable Men-
tion. With several gifted and passionate players




"There were a lot of






ICoach Scott Rueck strategizes with
|his team as players Kaleigha Ramey,
rin Powers, Bethany Wetmore,
and Mandee Spotts listen in. This
as Coach Rueck's tenth year as
ead coach for the lady Bruins.
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Right: Chris Parker drives to the
hoop to make an easy lay in for two
more points.
Right: Driving the






Schmick works to get
around an opponent
from Pacific Lutheran
to set up another play.






















Pacific Lutheran 93-92 W
Walla Walla 88-67 W








Northwest Christian 78-63 W
Puget Sound 76-97 L
La Verne 75-84 L
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"Being a two year
captain has been an
honor and has taught me




Driven devotion, raw emotion and a very tight knit
group of remarkable and talented guys portrayed
the true meaning of teamwork. With bleachers
full offans supporting the team
with shouts and cheers, the
men's basketball team elevated
themselves to another level of
athleticism. 'Without a doubt,
the most exciting game of the
season was the Whitworthgame.
To be down 21 points in the 2nd
halfand to come back and win in
overtime was something that Yve
never been a part ofbefore. That
really says a lot about the team
"We had a great group
ofguys that have really
come together over the
last couple ofyears and it




they had to do in order to be readyfor the tough
competition. Ending the season 16-9, the Bruin's
basketball team dominated and they lookforward
to a winning season next year as well. "The
relationships that are built
with quality student-athletes
are my favorite part about
coaching. Being around and
having a positive influence on
the young men on this campus
is thegreatest thing about my
job. These relationships will
last a lot longer than thefour
years that I am privileged to
be their coach" stated CoachBrent Satern
said captain Aaron Schmick. Working hard day Mark Sundquist.
in and day out at practice, this team knew what
Driven Devotion
Men's Basketball
Far Left: Senior Ben Melvin fights
his way to the basket to take a
shot against Puget Sound. Melvin
contributed much to the Bruin
basketball program during his four
years playing.
Left: Nate Mansfield dribbles up
court to start a play. Mansfield
put in all the necessary effort this
season to be a big contributor to
the team.
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Above: Bruinette captain J<jr
Takekawa packs power audi
emotion into one of the mlr
cheers.
Kristine Liptak Hillary Conner Lori Neumann
T tried to pump up
the crowd by get-
ting them on their
feet. When people
are standing they






show. We were so
enthusiastic to do










added to the team to
make it unique.
"
This year's spunky team use«
creative and interactive cheers to
help get the crowd involved. Lots
of fresh new feces on the sideline
provided a new look for this year's
Cheer/Dance team.
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ont row: Stephanie Costello, Jeni Takekawa, Krystal
chelberger, Tiffany Tangen. Second Row: Kristine Liptak,
elissa Robbins, Amanda Ramirez. Third Row: Lori Neu-
mann, Naomi Cardoza. Back Row: Hillary Conner.
Above: Naomi Cardoza flashes a smile
during a high-energy dance routine.
Left: Pratice pays off as teammates
Krystal Eichelberger, Kristine Liptak,
and Hillary Conner are synchronized
in their dance moves. The hot new
moves were the work ofCoach Betsy,
a current Blazer dancer who choreo-
graphed dance routines for the team.
This years basketball teams had afew new additions to the us were dancers and halfof us were cheerleaders. It
sidelines. After receiving lots ofstudent interest, George
Foxformed itsfirst Cheer/Dance team. Team members
were Hillary Conner, Naomi Cardoza, Lori Neumann,
Melissa Robbins, Krystal Eichelberger, Jeni Takekawa,
Stephanie Costello, Tiffany Tangen, and Kristine Lip-
tak. "This year's team was put togetherjust afew weeks
before ourfirst game. All ofus had different styles, halfof
took a lot ofwork to get everyone on the same
page " said Kristine Liptak. The girls worked hard
attending weekly practices and cheering at every bas-
ketball game. The team was a big hit and we look
forward to seeing them next year.
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"Even ifwe didn't
win we could walk
away satisfied with
the way we played.
We never gave up.
"
"Even with 15 people
this is the closest a





The George Fox Women's tennis team stormed against nearly every team in the Northwest
the courts this season with an army offifteen Conference. The girls also took advantage of
girls prepared to compete against some of the the time to spend bonding with one another.
best players in the nation for
Division III. With limited
courts and available sunshine,
the women battled to improve
their strokes and their technique.
The team sought outside help
when they traveled to New
Braunfels, Texas over Spring
Break. They spent valuable
time training atJohn Newcombe
"The team's dynamic was
really good. This year's
team is the closest team
Vve been apart of in my
three yearsplayingfor Fox.
There wasn't any distinct
separation between classes;
everyone got along really
well, " commented junior
Courtney Ngai. Freshmen
Tennis Academy with professionals who Shanna Lesire added, "Our team genuinely
coach some of the world's elite junior players, cared about one another. These girls were like
While in Texas the women polished up their myfamilyforfour months. We shared a ton
skills and came home showing improvement ofgood laughs. I love them all.
"
VVonlUQVQnAII
Above: Laura Rogers stands ready at the net in anticipation
for a volley.
Right: Kelsie Howell lunges for a ball as doubles partner
Lindsay Hagler waits in ready position for the return.
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Left: Kelsie Dalke powers back












eye on the ball as





















Puget Sound 0-9, 2-7
Lewis and Clark 5-4, 3-6
Pacific 9-0, 7-2






Above: Mac Ovenell works on his
backhand to return the ball over the
net. Ovenell not only played many
single matches, but also paired up
with various other team members for
doubles matches.
Right: Ethan Headley prepares to
use his backhand to return the ball.
Front Row: Johnny Walker, BillyJohnson, Kyle Pearson.
Second Row: Cameron Bedrosian, Shawn McKenzie, Ralf
Schulz, Jordan Vargas. Third Row: Coach Rick Cruz, Mac
Ovenell, Tyson Hunter, Ethan Headley, Coach Rob Cruz]
Use that Backhand
_ Men s Tennis
Although the men's tennis team was small
in numbers, it did not reflect in their hard
work ethic or their drive towards excel-
lence. The team made sure to enjoy their
time together and to look at the bigger
picture. All of the members worked hard
and made sure that they were bringing ev-
erything they had to the court on game day.
During practices, the men worked on their
serving skills and their technique, as well
as their endurance. Their perserverance
shone through in their matches. Although
some frustrations occurred, such as re-
scheduling of games due to rainy weather,
overall the season was both enjoyable and




nis takes a lot of
practice and a lot
oftime, it is well
worth it all. All the
fun, plus the peo-




"I had a lot ofgood
times this sea-
son. Tennis is a
great sport and the




"Our spring break trip
toJohn Newcombe's
tennis ranch in Texas
was a highlight ofthe









Right: Nikki Morrison, Jill Lacey,
Katie Flory, Kayla Winkler and
Hollee Braun come together after





keeping her eye on
the ball.
Below: Up to bat,
Meaghan Barr
finishes her season
with a total of 6
home runs!
1 1 \ i \ i its i n ^
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"You win some you
lose some, in our
case we lost a lot;
and while the season
was disappointing,








Jill Lacey Nikki Morrison
"It was a season that neither 'players
nor coaches ever expect. After a
greatfirst year turn around, we were
in a spot that everyone
involved wanted to build
on for this year. But
maybe what we wanted
and what God wanted
were not on the same
page, maybe not even
the same book. We made
great strides in all aspects of the
Softball
game, but so did everyone in the
conference. Even through our losses
over the last three weekends we started
to understand, that
as a player we will
always struggle, but
as a family, standing
together, there is
nothing that could be
better.
"
-Head Coach, Mark Vergets
g Strides
Above: Catcher, Meaghan Barr and pitcher, Nikki
Morrison meet together to discuss strategy.
Left: Sophomore, Kelly Garvin stays alert in the infield as
she closely watches the runner's next moves.
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Scoreboard
Pacific Lutheran 14-3, 3-21
5-4, 2-1













Nick Hedgecock Chris Albrecht
"We had morning " Baseball is the
practices this year best sport out there,
which tested us. It Don't let anyone
gave usfocus and tell you otherwise. I
helped us become a wouldn't want to do
closer team. I have any other sport—
never been on a nothing could ever
closer team before. " compare. "
Nate Brown
"Even though a lot
ofourgames were
cancelled because




Derrick Jones prepares himself to
pitch a fast ball towards the oppos-
- ing batter. He was one of the most
valuable pitchers the Bruins had on
their roster this year. His hard work
led the team to many successes.
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.ow: Nic Chapin, Chris Albrecht, Tye Tinner, Kyle Kucnzi, Drew Johnson. Nick Hedgecock, Kevin Kopple,
iniff. Derrick Jones, Second Row: Coach Hunter, Coach Bailey, Andrew Martin, Ryan VanOostrum, Nate Szy-
ki, Daniel Cirieson, Joshua Burch, Nate Brown. Marc Mason, Brandon Rupp, Coach Rutch. Coach Hodge, Thin
van Hagen, Bryan Donohue, Jeremiah Frey, Daniel Downs, Jeff Wheeler, Nick Bratney, Dan Wentzell. Preston
:r$. Matt, Wyckoff,Jordan Purdy, Back Row: Brian Martz, Bo Thunell, Kyle Johnson, Greg Stocklem. Jake Atwell
I
Left: Bo Thunell prepares to send an
incoming ball far out into the field.
Bo was a great asset to the team. He
worked hard in order to bring the best
he had to the field.
Above: Marc Mason uses his run-
ning ability to round the field in order
to score. All the players used their
strength and endurance to win.
rs
The George Fox baseball team may have start-
ed the year offslowly in conference wins, but it
only picked upfrom there. The Bruins worked
hard, putting in daily doubles and weekend
practices to get to where they needed to be. With
both a varsity andjv team, the team was able to
have a large number ofexcellent players on their
roster, which helped when injuries and sickness
arose. The men learned quickly that working
together as a team was imperative to their suc-
cess. Throughout the season, they grew stronger
and closer as a team. Together the team was
able to celebrate after claiming their 5th straight
NWC championship title. This also ensured
them a play off berth at Nationals. Needless to
say, both the team and thefans were ecstatic.
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"It's awesome how




apparent to me in
each person on
the team.
" Amy Heide Jenny Prickett
"Track practice was
myfavorite part
ofmy day all year.
Track was where
school didn't exist
and all that mattered
was trying your best,
it was the safe place.
"
The women's track team grew close agrees that the relationships built




this season, "the people
in track make it what
it is. They are the ones
that push you when you
think you can'tgofurther,
throughout the season
are what make the
difference in the overall
track experience. TVs
amazing that I had
the honor of being on
the same team as some
world class athletes,
and yet they are still
that encourage you when you are the same down to earth people in the
down, and that share the everyday whirlpool at the end of the day.
11
moments with you. " Feona Yancey
Women's Track
Lasting Memories
Above Left: Jessica Cardwell winds up to throw the
discus.
Above Right: Feona Yancey stays right on the heels of
her opponent from Linfield in the 1500.
Right: Terah Laack, the only Heptathalete on the team
,
takes her leap for the longjump.
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Left: Anna McLain and Rachel Giffey-Brohaugh pace each
other in the 1500 at a home meet.
Below: Tori Black prepares herselffor the pole vault. Black









of 172-4 in the
women's hammer.
Blankenship
earned A 1 1 -
American Honors
by placing 8th at
Nationals.
Team Photo: Front Row:
Lisa Mensonides, Mary Van
Steenberghe, Katie Alaimo,
Tori Black, Terah Laack,
Rachel Giffey-Brohaugh,
*4
Kelly Bladorn. Middle Row:
Mollie Honan, Jenny Prickctt,
Emily Hodgin, Anna McLain,
Jessica Beach, Whitney Warren,
Bethany Adams. Back Row:

















Front Row: Travis Laloli, Ryan Forbes, Brad Bates, Garrett Blizzard, Adam Hal-
dorson, Bryan See. Second Row: Ben Burgess, Joel Krebs, Mark Feddes, Eric
Henderson, Zeb Udell, Grant Finney. Third Row: Drew Maves, Ben Dort, |ake
Moe, Bryan Cobb, Josh Priester. Back Row: Sam MacKenzie, Ben Dillow, Setj
Harris, Tyler Hoskins.
Above: Sophomore Justin Wiens
drafts ofhis opponent during the
1500 meter run.
Right: Freshman Ryan Forbes
finishes the 4x100 meter relay by
sprinting as hard as he can as he
rounds "Cook's Curve" on his way
down the homestretch.
A strong combination ofhard work, positive
attitudes, and perserverance led the men's track
team to an overall successful season. A large
number oftop returning scorers, and promising
newcomers, gave the team both the talent and
experience needed to perform well Beginning in
thefall, the dedication ofthe team was appar-
ent. Athletes took time during the offseason in
Men's Track 8 Fie
order to make the necessary preparationsfor the
upcoming season. The men came together in
February ready to compete. The team was able
to enjoy a number offun events, such as the
annual Spring Fling trip to southern California
over spring break, among others. They ended
their regular season by placing 3rd out of8



















Ann, Joe 16, 122
Aho,Elysa 16




































































































































































































































Chang, Matt 20, 114
Chapm, Nic 20, 133
Cheng, Chun Fung 20
Cheng, HiuLam 2D
Cheng, Ho-Tung 20


































































































































































































































































































































































Heater, Katie 6, 71
Heaton, Kindra 26
Heberling, Jimmy 26




















































































































































































































































































































































































































Moore, ^ ohn 73




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A Special Thanks to All Those


























Ron Digmon at Five Gables Photography
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Tuition $2 1,400
Room and Board $6,780
Books $500
Quality Education in a Christ Centered Community
PRICELESS
f
